Volkswagen trailer camper

Volkswagen is planning to debut a latter-day full-electric van in named the I. An outdoorsy
version has been teased, but not announced, though VW did unveil a cargo-carrying concept
version appropriately called the I. Buzz Cargo. If it in fact goes into production, and barring VW
beating them to the proverbial punch with a production model, we would expect to see a few
enterprising individuals custom-convert the cargo carrier as the Camper Van of the future.
While German production of the much-loved first-generation Volkswagen Type 2 â€” also
known as the Microbus â€” officially ended after the model year, it soldiered on in select
markets, including Latin America and Africa. The Bus, including the Camper Van variant,
continued production in Brazil until the final model rolled off the assembly line on December 31,
Yes, The couple plans to take the van around the world to promote sustainable energy, and their
exploits are, as one might guess, documented on YouTube , Facebook , and Instagram. It
seemed nicely restored with mechanical updates and camper-focused additions that included a
full kitchen, a sink and water pump, and custom furniture. This little gem did not come from VW
via Westfalia, but is rather a customized split-window Microbus, with the conversion performed
by a small Portland-based company called Zenbox Design. Its custom-designed interior can
accommodate two campers comfortably and features additional storage space and a sectional
sofa of sorts. It was displayed at a leisure and travel fair earlier this year in Munich, Germany. It
includes all the expected amenities, including a pop-up roof, full bricked-out kitchen, and even a
sliding door. It took Certified Lego master model makers Rene Hoffmeister and Pascal Lenhard
â€” two individuals with far more skill and patience than mere mortals could muster â€” six
weeks and , Lego blocks to build. If you plan to visit the Pacific Northwest for outdoorsy
activities, be aware that a Vancouver-Based company called Honest Camper maintains a small
fleet of classic VW Type 2 Westfalia vans as rentals. The vans come powered by a later-model 2.
Rentals cost the U. Probably the last thing Volkswagen would ever attempt is to create a sporty
GTI version of its otherwise heavy and slab-like Transporter. But you can acquire one â€” if you
live in the U. It comes powered by a turbocharged 2. Beginning with the original iconic
Volkswagen Type 2, known affectionately in the U. First-generation window Microbus models
reportedly command six-figure prices in mint condition. Unlike foldaway campers that must be
towed to a campsite and stored when not in use, a VW Camper Van could be parked anywhere
and double as a daily driver. Some came with attached pop-up canvas tops to create added
headroom while parked, along with fold out awnings or side tents. However, Volkswagen is
planning on introducing a modern-day full-electric homage to the original Microbus for the
model year to be called the I. Home News Motorhomes. Newest slideshows Motor1. Jun 19, at
pm ET. By : Jim Gorzelany. From the Europe-only California to the upcoming I. Buzz, these are
some of our favorite VW campers. What Driving The I. Sign In or Sign Up. As it turns out, it's the
VW Caddy California â€” the newest addition to the California range of campers populated by
the T6. Based on the fifth-generation Caddy, the smallest member of the California family offers
similar living space as found in its bigger brothers. For sleeping, the VW Caddy California
comes with a fold-out bed that measures almost 2 meters 6. It's free-standing but can be
connected to the Caddy California, extending the sleeping cabin. In combination with a camping
table and two chairs easily stowed at the rear , the tent extends the California's living space,
perfect for outdoor adventures. You might want to arrange import if you're on that side of the
world, but that's another story. Source: Volkswagen. World premiere: New Caddy with pull-out
mini kitchen, panoramic sunroof and more space for long journeys. Every last detail rethought,
redeveloped and redesigned â€” and yet unmistakably the successor to the multi-functional
Caddy Beach. A crossover of compact van and cleverly conceived camper. Its name says it all:
California. Now in the new Caddy California is making its debut in the compact camper
segment. From now on there are thus three California models â€” a camper van family for every
budget, every journey and every adventure. The Caddy California is based on the new fifth
generation Caddy. It is thus the first camper van to utilise the design benefits of the modular
transverse matrix MQB : latest technologies and an increase in space. The Caddy California,
with a length of 4, mm, will launch before the end of the year. A version with a longer wheelbase
will follow in length: 4, mm. The back impresses with camper van fittings cleverly thought-out
down to the last detail. These include a new fold-out bed. With cup springs and a high-quality
mattress, its construction provides the same high level of sleeping comfort as the beds in the
T6. Measuring 1, x 1, mm, the bed is very big. Folded up it reduces to a third of its length and
sits compactly above the boot space. While on the previous model the second seating row was
part of the bed construction, this is now no longer the case. Before the journey the seats of the
second row can therefore be very easily taken out. In this area too the Caddy California thus
provides appreciably more storage space. Hinged to the left cargo space wall beneath the bed,
when the hatch open is it can be pulled out to the rear. The hatch thus also provides protection
from the rain while cooking. The fact that the kitchen is utilised from behind the vehicle also

gives optimum access at full standing height. The new mini kitchen consists of two pull-out
parts. Integrated in the top part is a single hob gas cooker, inclusive of wind shield and handy
shelf. Built into the rear part of the kitchen is a securely locked box with floor vent for the gas
bottle fill weight c. The Caddy California can as an option be configured with a large panoramic
sunroof. At night the 1. Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has further enhanced the practical
storage bag system on the rear side windows, which can take items with a weight of up to five
kilograms on each side. The curtain system has also been further perfected. In bright, neutral
designs, the curtains on the front side windows and rear window are again secured by magnets
sewn into the fabric. The rear side windows, meanwhile, are covered by the storage bags. For
the windscreen and panoramic sunroof further fasteners are used in addition to the magnets.
New ventilation openings with integrated fly screen for driver and front passenger door â€”
securely held in place by side window panes and door frame â€” optimise the climate in the
living space on camp sites. A new system with seamlessly dimmable LED spots provides with
its warm white light individual settings of brightness above the bed, while in the opened rear
hatch it is likewise LEDs that produce good lighting. Two camping chairs and a camping table
â€” classics that are both light and practical â€” can be quickly stowed in a redesigned bag
under the bed. Another new feature: a new, modular tent system1, which can be connected to
the Caddy California. As it is free-standing, it is a tent system that can also be used separately,
without the Caddy. If desired, the tent can be extended by adding a sleeping cabin. It increases
the size of the living space in such a way that enough room is created on the pitch for a family
and all their camping gear. Two people sleep in this case in the Caddy California and two in the
new tent. Large windows, which can also be fully opened, ensure lots of light throughout the
day. Thanks to the MQB, new technologies make their entry into this model line. The new Caddy
California is thus always connected. Developed for Apple and Android smartphones, the app
provides a whole host of information, including about camp sites and pitches, camping
businesses, water and waste disposal stations, all sorts of different leisure activities such as
cycle hire and things to see and about the functions of the Caddy California. The app can be
used with all VWCV camper vans. The new technology highlights of the Caddy California
include progressive driver assistance systems like Travel Assist â€” a system for partially
automated driving across the entire speed range. Equally innovative: Trailer Assist for partially
automated and thus extremely easy manoeuvring with a trailer. In all, 19 different driver
assistance systems will be available for the Caddy California. Thanks to a twin SCR catalytic
converter and the double injection â€” twin dosing â€” of AdBlue that it facilitates, the nitrogen
oxide NOx emissions are significantly reduced compared the previous model. Background note:
the cw value previous model: 0. An important thing to know for everyone who likes to go
camping off the beaten track is that, as was already the case for the Caddy Beach, the Caddy
California will also be available with all-wheel drive 4MOTION as an alternative to the standard
front- wheel drive. Starting on 4 September, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles will be
presenting the new Caddy California to the public for the first time on a virtual trade show stand
for camper vans. Home Volkswagen News Official. Sep 03, at pm ET. By : Jacob Oliva. A version
with a longer wheelbase will follow next year. Hide press release Show press release. With 1.
Clever detailed solutions add perfect touches for camping New ventilation openings with
integrated fly screen for driver and front passenger door â€” securely held in place by side
window panes and door frame â€” optimise the climate in the living space on camp sites. New
tent system makes the Caddy California a family camper Another new feature: a new, modular
tent sys
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tem1, which can be connected to the Caddy California. Latest generation high-tech
infotainment Thanks to the MQB, new technologies make their entry into this model line.
Assisted driving and manoeuvring The new technology highlights of the Caddy California
include progressive driver assistance systems like Travel Assist â€” a system for partially
automated driving across the entire speed range. Sustainable engines and optional all-wheel
drive The Caddy California's new turbo diesel engines TDIs are especially sustainable. Discover
campers online on the virtual trade show stand for camper vans Starting on 4 September,
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles will be presenting the new Caddy California to the public for
the first time on a virtual trade show stand for camper vans. The tent is a Volkswagen
Accessories product and will be launched at a later date. Car Buying Service Get upfront price
offers on local inventory. Search for: New Cars. Used Cars. Official Motorhomes. Sign In or Sign
Up.

